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Enzu Cloud Migration Services  
 

Built to order, right-sized, personal service 

Enzu is a global cloud services provider that puts you in control of your 
IT infrastructure with leading capabilities in networking, cloud, and 
security. We offer no fluff, build-to-order private cloud and hybrid cloud 
infrastructure as a service. Delivered with Enzu TruCloudTM, a self-
service cloud control console, and a portfolio of services to help 
business leaders succeed including cloud migration, cloud optimization 
and application modernization.  

Proven, Repeatable Cloud Migration Process 

The pandemic is winding for many and it’s a race to the cloud. But the 
costs, complexity, and security issues are challenging to tackle. 
Technology continues to get more complex and staff more challenging 
to retain. Cloud migration can accelerate the business outcomes of your 
cloud investment, but many organizations lack the extensive cloud or 
application migration experience to ensure low risk, high speed cloud 
adoption. That’s why we created Enzu Cloud Migration Services. Enzu 
has a proven, template-driven strategy that lowers cloud migration risks 
and costs and increases business agility.  

Accelerate Cloud Benefits While Reducing Risk 

Ensuring a successful cloud project starts with an effective cloud 
migration strategy. Enzu has created the TruCloud Acceleration 
Manager, a proprietary mix of open source and custom-built tools to 
accelerate cloud and multicloud migrations and on-going cloud and 
multicloud operations. TruCloud Acceleration Manager ensures data is 
encrypted and tests data integrity during and after cloud migration. 
Developed over thousands of migrations, Enzu Cloud Migration 
Services delivers the cloud results demanding organizations need today.   

  

Move to Cloud Faster with More 
Confidence 
 
 

Reduce Risk with Automation, Secure 
Landings Zones and Encryption 

Focus on Business Not Your 
Infrastructure 

 
Achieve cloud efficiency with less 
burden on your IT staff. Accelerate the 
deployment of new IT services and 
realization of cloud benefits.  

 

Right sized infrastructure 

Transparent, predicable pricing 

IT Infrastructure, simplified 



 

 

Enzu 

 

Corporate Headquarters  

Enzu Inc. 

109 E. 17th St. Ste 5732 

Cheyenne, WY 82001 

Contact Information  

 702.965.1615 

www.enzu.com/contact 

 

Enzu and TruCloud are registered trademarks of Enzu Inc. All other trademarks, service marks and company names are properties of their respective owners. 
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Migrate Applications to Cloud with Confidence 

At Enzu we are dedicated to making the life of IT organizations easier. Our team of cloud experts will ensure 
that your cloud migration is a success and that it delivers the benefits expected quickly and securely. Based 
on best practices from many successful engagements, Enzu Cloud Migration Services brings together the 
best technology and the best practices for secure and automated cloud adoption. We start with a pre-
assessment and through a combination of Workshops and Tool-based discovery we develop and present the 
optimized “to-be” cloud architecture. The secure, non-disruptive migration to Enzu TruCloud occurs and 
thorough functional testing is completed before production cutover. Our comprehensive framework for cloud 
and application migration delivers business results faster, no matter where you are in your cloud 
transformation. Enzu covers everything you need when it comes to the cloud - from strategy, migration, and 
automation, to delivering premium private cloud and multicloud services at affordable rates. 

Benefits of Enzu Cloud Migration Services 

• Non-disruptive - won’t interfere with business or customer operations 

• Fast – reduces overall project cost and accelerates positive business outcomes from cloud 
investments 

• Secure - migrates workstreams, applications and data to a safe landing-zone and utilizes end to end 
encryption with multiple data protection service classes to choose from 

Figure 1. Enzu TruCloud Migration Methodology 

 

             Learn More Speak with an Enzu cloud specialist about your IT needs. 
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